Following is a list of workshop titles for the 2016 Leadership Symposium. Full session descriptions, as well as additional workshops, will be added to this listing on a regular basis. Be sure to check the NCSEA Leadership Symposium web page for updates.

“Authentic Leadership: Not Just a Noble Concept”

Servant Leadership and Work Place Empowerment

Clues to Glues for Adhesive Crews

What’s In It for Me? Strategies for Employee Engagement in Social Service Agencies

Avoiding Communication Pitfalls: Best Practices for Current and Future Leaders

“The Chicken or the Egg: Leadership vs. Management”

The Art and Science of Creating Healthy Organizational Culture a Town Hall Discussion

Project Management...The Right Game Plan


Lean, Not Mean, Management Principles

Implementation Science: Beyond Change Management

A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words: Imaging & Document Management

How to Pass Your Assessment Successfully - Leading Practices in Implementing IRS 1075 Guidelines

Organizational Change Management in New Systems Development Projects

Fatherhood and Child Support Program: Partnering for Success
Moving Beyond Conversation Into The Trenches

Developing & Implementing a Comprehensive Domestic Violence Plan

"Gaining an Edge through Innovation"

Benefits of a federally developed Model Automated Child Support System

If we are such a successful anti-poverty program, why aren't more people engaging with us?

Taking a Walk In My Shoes...The Employer, State and Federal Perspective About Collaboration and Information Sharing

Take advantage of Hague experience - and gain insight into new ways of working together

Tips, Tricks and Strategies from Across the Globe

What you want to know about privacy law and practice from international partners

Working international cases effectively

Can’t We Just Agree?  The benefits and challenges of voluntary agreements in international maintenance cases

**CLE Sessions**
Reducing Child Support Debt Owed to the Custodial Parent *(CLE)*

Beyond Biology: Reproductive Technology, Family Formation, and Parentage *(CLE)*

Tribal Child Support Attorneys: Lessons Learned *(CLE)*

Negotiation and Mediation of Family Cases in a Title IV-D Setting *(CLE)*

Minnesota's Comprehensive Legal Visions Group: More than just a Vision *(CLE)*

An Ace Up Your Sleeve: Undercover Investigators, Criminal Prosecutors and Child Support Agency Partnership *(CLE)*

Interested in Implementing Parenting Time Opportunities for Children, but Concerned About the Legalities and How to Effectively Resolve Parenting Time Issues? *(CLE)*

UIFSA 2008 - Are We Uniform Now? *(CLE)*